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a b s t r a c t 

Matching thermal (THM) face images against visible (VIS) face images poses a significant challenge to auto- 

mated face recognition systems. In this work, we introduce a Heterogeneous Face Recognition (HFR) matching 

framework, which uses multiple sets of subspaces generated by sampling patches from VIS and THM face im- 

ages and subjecting them to a sequence of transformations. In the training phase of the proposed scheme, face 

images from VIS and THM are subjected to three different filters separately and then tessellated into patches. 

Each patch is represented by either a Pyramid Scale Invariant Feature Transform (PSIFT) or Histograms of 

Principal Oriented Gradients (HPOG). Then, a cascaded subspace learning process consisting of whitening 

transformation, factor analysis, and common discriminant analysis is used to construct multiple common 

subspaces between VIS and THM facial images. During the testing phase, the projected feature vectors from 

individual subspaces are concatenated to form a final feature vector. Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier is used 

to compare feature vectors and the resulting scores corresponding to three filtered images are combined via 

the sum-rule. The proposed face matching algorithm is evaluated on two multispectral face datasets and is 

shown to achieve very promising results. 

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Automated face matching involves comparing two face images

nd determining the degree of similarity between them. This oper-

tion can be used for face recognition, where the goal is to recognize

ubjects based on their face images. The focus of face recognition has

een primarily centered on matching face images captured in the vis-

ble spectrum [14,17,23] . However, changes in lighting condition usu-

lly results in lower face matching performance, even in a coopera-

ive environment [8,14] . A face is a 3D object illuminated by ambient

ighting sources from different directions [10] . The variation between

wo face samples from the same subject under different illumination

onditions can be larger than that of two samples corresponding to

wo different subjects [13] . 

The use of thermal (THM) face images provides a feasible solution

or illumination invariant face recognition due to the fact that the far

nfrared spectrum is less sensitive to changes in lighting in the visible

pectrum [1,6,10] . Thermal emissions from the face is an intrinsic

roperty that is relatively less affected by ambient illumination
✩ This paper has been recommended for acceptance by Gabriella Sanniti di Baja. 
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10] . Further, thermal images can be acquired in nighttime environ-

ents when ambient lighting is limited. However, images in legacy

atabases are often captured in the visible (VIS) spectrum. Therefore,

atching THM face images against VIS face images, often referred to

s Heterogeneous Face Recognition (HFR), is of particular importance

n designing nighttime face recognition systems [3,9] . 

To date, there is relatively limited scientific literature on address-

ng the challenge of matching THM to VIS face images (see Fig. 1 ).

i et al. [12] proposed a learning-based framework to synthesize VIS

ace images from THM face images. The synthesized VIS face images

ere then matched against the original VIS face images. They re-

orted a Rank-1 accuracy of 50.06% on the Equinox database. Choi

t al. [3] utilized Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA)

o learn the correlation between VIS and THM face images. In their

ork, image filters based on Self Quotient Image (SQI) and Differ-

nce of Gaussian (DoG) were used, along with four different texture

escriptors. Their experiments on the UND dataset yielded a Rank-1

ccuracy of 49.9%. Klare and Jain [9] proposed a HFR matching frame-

ork called Prototype Random Subspace (P-RS) that utilized three

ifferent image filters: DoG, Center-Surround Divisive Normalization

CSDN), and Gaussian. The reported Rank-1 accuracy was approxi-

ately 50.0% on the PCSO dataset. 

The performance numbers above suggest that there is plenty

f scope for improvement. Further, in the approaches cited

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2015.06.021
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patrec
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patrec.2015.06.021&domain=pdf
mailto:rossarun@cse.msu.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2015.06.021
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Fig. 1. A decrease in similarity score is observed by a commercial matcher when 

matching a THM image against a VIS image. The range of similarity scores is between 

0 and 1. Images are from Pinellas County Sheriffs Office (PCSO) database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Exemplar images of the same subject from the PCSO database after image fil- 

tering. Top row shows the results after applying image filters to a VIS image; bottom 

row shows the results after applying image filters to a THM image. 
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above [3,9,12] the training and test images were taken from the

same database. i.e., the cross-database matching scenario was not

explored [24] . This paper concerns the development of a novel HFR

framework for matching THM face images to VIS face images. 

The proposed approach is motivated by the following observa-

tions: (1) a common discriminant subspace between VIS and THM

cannot be learned effectively by using a single type of subspace trans-

formation due to the large appearance difference in the two spectra;

(2) there is no prior knowledge about which face region is likely to be

useful during the matching process and, therefore, random sampling

of patches can be a potential solution; and (3) there exists a spectral-

invariant identity factor 1 between VIS and THM images that has to be

carefully elicited from the two participating spectral bands. The key

contributions of our work are listed below: 

• Developing a matching framework for face recognition between

VIS and THM images based on a cascaded subspace learning

scheme, which consists of whitening transformation, factor anal-

ysis, and common discriminant analysis. 
• Introducing a factor analysis model which can be used to extract

the identity factor of a person across different spectra. 
• Performing both single-database and cross-database tests to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed matcher. 

2. Matching thermal to visible 

The main component of the proposed framework is cascaded sub-

space learning that is used to extract identity features, i.e., features

that can be used for recognition. The cascaded subspace learning

scheme has three different layers - whitening transformation, fac-

tor analysis, common discriminant analysis - with each layer serv-

ing a different purpose. This section briefly introduces the whiten-

ing transformation layer. The discussion on the factor analysis model

layer will be elaborated in the subsequent section. 

2.1. Image filters and feature vectors 

To reduce some of the cross-spectral appearance differences, three

image filters are used: CSDN [9] , SQI [3] and GIST 2 . Examples of VIS

and THM images after the application of the image filters are shown

in Fig. 2 . While this photometric adjustment is useful in some cases
1 Here, the term “identity factor” is merely used to denote user-specific features that 

are reasonably invariant across spectral bands. The term “identity” is used to connote 

a person. 
2 The term “GIST” is used to denote an abstract representation of the scene as de- 

scribed in [18] . 

X  

X  

T  

t  
o reduce the disparity in appearances, it does not necessarily help in

xtracting identity-specific features. 

After the application of image filters, the PSIFT descriptor [21] is

tilized to describe the face in both VIS and THM spectra. PSIFT is a

ariant of the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor [16]

nd it extracts patches centered on densely sampled points at dif-

erent image resolutions. To compute the descriptor, both magnitude

nd orientation of the gradients are calculated for each patch. Then,

ach patch is divided into 4 × 4 subgrids, and an 8-bin magnitude-

eighted gradient orientation histogram is calculated in each sub-

rid. Finally, histograms are concatenated to form a 128-dimensional

eature vector (4 × 4 × 8). Thus, the dimension of PSIFT feature vec-

or per patch is 130, which includes spatial coordinate information. In

ddition to PSIFT, we utilized a second descriptor named Histograms

f Principal Oriented Gradients (HPOG) [22] which is derived based

n Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [4] . Rather than comput-

ng pixel-wise gradients as in HOG that might be sensitive to local

ppearance changes resulting from facial expression, noise and low-

esolution, HPOG computes the principal gradient of a neighboring

egion centered around a pixel and uses that gradient value when

omputing the histogram. The principal gradient is the largest eigen-

ector of the covariance matrix of the pixel gradients within the re-

ion. The dimension of HPOG feature vector per patch is 108. 

As depicted in Fig. 3 , multiple subspaces (K) are used to gener-

te the ensemble of classifiers corresponding to each filtered image.

ach subspace is constructed based on the random sampling of image

atches. For creating the k th subspace, k = { 1 , 2 , . . . , K} , α number of

atches are sampled (without replacement) pertaining to a specific

escriptor (PSIFT or HPOG) and concatenated to form a feature vec-

or. These feature vectors are computed from all images in the VIS and

HM training sets, and consolidated into matrices X 

V and X 

T . 

.2. Whitening transformation 

Both VIS and THM training samples are used in this process. First,

he overall mean of the computed feature vectors is calculated as: 

 

(k) = W 

(k)
E 

∗ (X 

V + X 

T )/ 2 , (1)

here W 

(k)
E 

are the eigenvectors computed from the covariance ma-

rix based on X 

V and X 

T in the k th subspace. This is used to center the

IS and THM training samples, 

˜ 
 

V = W 

(k)
E 

∗ X 

V − C (k)
, (2)

˜ 
 

T = W 

(k)
E 

∗ X 

T − C (k)
. (3)

he primary purpose of applying whitening transform is to ensure

hat the distribution of samples conforms to an isotropic Gaussian
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Fig. 3. The proposed framework for matching thermal to visible face images. A cascaded subspace learning process (whitening transformation, factor analysis and common 

discriminant analysis) involving both VIS and THM images is used during the training phase. The gallery and probe samples are then projected onto the learned subspaces during 

the testing phase. 
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s required by the Hidden Factor Analysis. This is preceded by con-

olidating the VIS and THM samples into a single matrix ˜ X = [ ̃  X 

V ˜ X 

T 
]

nd then performing the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to ob-

ain the eigenvectors ˜ W E1 . The whitening transform process is then

pplied: 

˜ 
 E1 = (�− 1 

2 ( ˜ W E1 )
′ )′ . (4) 

ere, � is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the corresponding 

igenvalues of the eigenvectors of ˜ W E1 . After that, another projection

atrix ˜ W E2 is computed by performing PCA on 

˜ W E1 C 
(k). The final PCA

ubspace is W 

(k)
F 

= W 

(k)
E 

˜ W E1 
˜ W E2 . This whitening transformation re-

uires the number of X 

V and X 

T samples to be the same. 

.3. Factor analysis model 

After the whitening transformation layer, the ensuing layer uses a

actor analysis model. 

.3.1. Motivation 

We briefly describe the characteristics of Factor Analysis Model

FAM) [7,19] . FAM is also referred to as Latent Variable Model [2] . A

actor analysis model seeks to decompose an observed vector x ∈ R 

d 

nto a corresponding Gaussian latent variable z ∈ R 

m and an additive

aussian noise variable: 

 = W z + μ + ε, (5) 

here W ∈ R 

d×m is the latent subspace, μ is the mean vector of the

raining samples, and ε is the Gaussian noise variable with diagonal

ovariance matrix � ∈ R 

d×d . The factor analysis model is closely re-

ated to Probabilistic PCA [2] . The parameters of μ, W , and � can be

etermined by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Because there

xists no closed-form maximum likelihood solution for W , Expecta-

ion Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to seek the solution in an

terative way [2] . 
Using FAM for face recognition has been studied before in [7,19] . It

s well known that the recognizability of an individual is impacted by

ntra-class variations such as pose, illumination and expression [14] .

iven an observed vector x , we seek to recover the latent variable

 that well represents the individual, regardless of associated varia-

ions. Hence, a face image can be factorized into two main compo-

ents: an identity-specific component Wz and the other component

+ ε that reflects the intra-class variations. 

.3.2. Hidden Factor Analysis 

In the work of [7] , Hidden Factor Analysis (HFA) model was pro-

osed to extract person-specific features that were stable across age

ariations. Their model decomposed an observed vector into two la-

ent factors (or variables): an age-invariant identity factor and an age

actor that was related to the aging process. Their experiments on

orph and FGNET datasets showed the effectiveness of HFA in age-

nvariant face recognition. The difference between HFA and FAM is

he number of hidden subspaces. FAM has only one hidden subspace,

hile HFA has two hidden subspaces. 

However, there is no prior work on studying HFA model in

ross-spectral face recognition. Similar to the work of [7] , the main

dea here is that the face image of an individual can be regarded as

he combination of two components: an identity component that is

xpected to be reasonably invariant across spectra, and a spectrum

omponent that describes the spectral variation. In practical sce-

arios, there always exists noise factors. Therefore, a face image is

ecomposed into three components: (a) an identity component; (b)

 spectrum component; and (c) a noise component. For simplicity, a

inear generative model is used, which means that a face image is a

inear combination of these three components. This linear model can

e described as [7] : 

 = β + U x + V y + ε, (6)

here t ∈ R 

d is the observed vector that represents the feature

ector extracted from a face image, β ∈ R 

d is the mean vector,
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x ∈ R 

p is the latent identity factor with a prior distribution of N (0,

I ), y ∈ R 

q is the latent spectrum factor with a prior distribution of

N (0, I ), ε ∈ R 

d is a noise vector with a prior distribution of N (0, σ 2 I ),

 ∈ R 

d×p is a matrix whose columns represent the bases for the

identity subspace, and V ∈ R 

d×q whose columns represent the bases

for the spectrum subspace. In summary, any observed face feature

vector contains three components: the identity component Ux , the

spectrum component Vy and the other component β + ε. 

The HFA model has a set of parameters � = { β, U , V , σ 2 } to be

estimated. These parameters can be learned from the training data

using the MLE algorithm [2] . The objective function is defined as: 

L c = 

∑ 

i,k 

log p �(t k i , x i , y k ). (7)

Here, t k 
i 

denotes the observed feature vector for i th subject in the k th

spectrum. x i is the corresponding identity factor and y k is the cor-

responding spectrum factor. In Eq. (7) , we have two unknown latent

variables x i and y k in addition to �. This can be solved by updating the

model parameter � while fixing the latent variables, and vice versa.

For instance, given the initial model parameter �0 , the posterior dis-

tribution of latent variables x i , y k and their joint posterior distribution

can be estimated by p �0 
(x i | T ), p �0 

(y k | T ), and p �0 
(x i , y k | T ), respec-

tively. Here, T is the training data consisting of both VIS and THM im-

ages. Next, � can be updated by maximizing the following objective

function: 

∑ 

i,k 

∫ 
p �0 

(x i , y k | T ) log p �(t k i , x i , y k )d x i d y k . (8)

A detailed derivation can be found in [7] . Once we obtain the model

parameters, the identity factor can be computed as: 

x = U U 

T �−1 (t − β), (9)

where � = σ 2 I + U U 

T + V V 

T . 

3. Proposed method 

The underlying scheme of the proposed method is an ensem-

ble learning approach that generates multiple common random sub-

spaces for VIS and THM images. Each subspace is based on a set of

randomly selected patches from the input images (VIS and THM).

First, each image in the training set is convolved with an image fil-

ter. The filtered image is tessellated into patches. Each patch is rep-

resented by a feature descriptor and the descriptors from the subset

of randomly selected patches are combined into a single vector. The

training vectors are then used to form a whitening transform, and

a factor analysis model is used to extract spectral-invariant features

from the transformed vectors. Finally, Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) is used to derive a common discriminant subspace for THM

and VIS images. Thus, the method has three distinct components:

Random Subspace Linear Discriminant Analysis (RSLDA), whitening

transformation and Hidden Factor Analysis. In our work, the HFA

model is applied to the sampled patches, instead of the partitioned

data as in [7] . For the k th subspace, a fixed number of patches are

randomly sampled from the entire set of patches corresponding to

PSIFT or HPOG. The randomly sampled patches are concatenated to

form the feature vector. The entire matching framework is detailed as

follows (see Fig. 3 ). 

3.1. Training phase 

The training process takes both VIS and THM feature vectors as

inputs. 

1. Whitening transformation: it is used to to ensure that the distri-

bution of samples is an isotropic Gaussian as required by the HFA.

The whitening transformation is applied to sampled patches from
VIS and THM images during the PCA subspace learning stage (see

Section 2.2 ). The outputs of the whitening transformation are sub-

space W F and the associated mean vector M F . 

2. Hidden Factor Analysis: HFA aims to extract the identity factor

that is supposed to be reasonably invariant to spectral variation.

The outputs of HFA are β, U , V , �. 

3. Linear Discriminant Analysis: LDA learns a common discriminant

subspace from VIS and THM feature vectors (obtained from HFA)

by taking into consideration the identity label of VIS and THM

samples. The output of LDA is the learned common subspace W L . 

.2. Testing phase 

Let x V and x T denote the original extracted feature vectors for VIS

nd THM spectral images, respectively. To extract final projected fea-

ure vectors, the following procedure is adopted. 

1. x V and x T are first projected using the whitening transformation:

y V = (W F )
′ (x V − M F ), (10)

y T = (W F )
′ (x T − M F ). (11)

2. To obtain the identity factors, Eq. (9) is used: 

z V = U U 

′ �−1 (y V − β), (12)

z T = U U 

′ �−1 (y T − β). (13)

3. z V and z T are finally projected to the common discriminant sub-

space: 

f 
V = (W L )

′ z V , (14)

f 
T = (W L )

′ z T . (15)

The projected feature vectors f V and f T from each subspace k are

oncatenated to form the final feature vector. The Nearest Neighbor

NN) classifier is used to compute the distance matching score. The

atching scores are then fused for all three image filters via the sum-

ule. In subsequent experiments, the number of dimensions for iden-

ity and spectrum factors is 100 and 3, respectively. 

. Baseline algorithms 

The accuracy of the proposed cascaded subspace learning is com-

ared against several heterogeneous face matchers. These are used as

aselines in our analysis. 

.1. Partial Least Squares (PLS) 

PLS [11,20] maps input vectors (regressors) and corresponding

utput vectors (responses) into a common feature space such that

he covariance between the projected input and output vectors is

aximized. Let X ∈ R 

m ×N and Y ∈ R 

n ×N denote input and out vec-

ors, respectively. N is the total number of samples. m and n are the

imensions of input and output vectors, respectively. Hence, PLS can

e formulated as [20] , 

 = P T + E 

 = Q U + F , (16)

here T ∈ R 

p×N and U ∈ R 

p×N are factor matrices, P ∈ R 

m ×p and Q ∈
 

n ×p are loading matrices, and E ∈ R 

m ×N and F ∈ R 

n ×N are residuals.

LS algorithm seeks weight vectors w and c that can maximize the

ariations preserved in X and Y : 

ax 
w , c 

[ cov (X w , Y c )] 2 , (17)

ubject to the constraints: ‖ w ‖ = 1 and ‖ c ‖ = 1 . 
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Fig. 4. Samples of face images in visible (top) and thermal (bottom) spectra. Images 

are from PCSO database and not co-registered. 
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Table 1 

Evaluation of different face matchers on PCSO thermal dataset with PSIFT descriptor. 

GAR (%) performances at both 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR are reported, along with Rank-1 

accuracy (%). 

Algorithms 0.1% FAR 1% FAR Rank-1 

RSLDA 13.81 36.38 47.92 

RSLDA+Whitening 20.57 45.10 55.36 

RSLDA+Whitening+HFA 42.42 70.13 71.43 

Table 2 

Evaluation of different face matchers on PCSO thermal dataset with HPOG descriptor. 

GAR (%) performances at both 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR are reported, along with Rank-1 

accuracy (%). 

Algorithms 0.1% FAR 1% FAR Rank-1 

RSLDA 21.19 44.16 57.14 

RSLDA+Whitening 29.14 55.70 63.39 

RSLDA+Whitening+HFA 47.92 74.32 74.40 

Table 3 

Evaluation of the proposed RSLDA+Whitening+HFA (PSIFT) method on PCSO 

thermal dataset with different image filters. GAR (%) performances at both 

0.1% FAR and 1% FAR are reported, along with Rank-1 accuracy (%). 

Algorithms 0.1% FAR 1% FAR Rank-1 

CSDN 34.14 59.60 56.55 

GIST 22.11 49.71 40.48 

SQI 32.10 59.45 54.76 

Fusion 42.42 70.13 71.43 
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3 The listed results of D-RS+P-RS and COTS are directly cited from authors’ paper. 

The D-RS+P-RS is the sum-score fusion of 12 different face matchers. 
.2. Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) 

CCA [20] aims to find the best correlation between two sets of cor-

esponding feature vectors, which maximizes the following objective

unction: 

ax 
w , c 

[ cor r (X w , Y c )] 2 . (18)

LS and CCA methods have been widely used in matching near-

nfrared and visible face images [3,15,25] . To ensure a fair compari-

on between the proposed matcher and PLS/CCA methods, we replace

he cascaded subspace learning scheme, i.e., the whitening transfor-

ation, factor analysis and discriminant learning, with the PLS/CCA

ethods. In other words, PLS and CCA methods are used in the ran-

om subspace. Here, PCA is used for dimensionality reduction. We

se RS-PLS and RS-CCA to denote the modified algorithms. The final

imilarity score is the fusion of match scores corresponding to the

hree filtered images. 

. Experiments 

The following experiments are conducted with the primary pur-

ose of evaluating the proposed matching framework in address-

ng face matching between VIS and THM. Both single-database

 Section 5.1 ) and cross-database ( Section 5.3 ) tests are carried out.

he number of subspaces K for each image filter is 20. 

.1. Evaluation on PCSO dataset 

To evaluate the performances of different face matchers, we test

hem on a dataset collected by the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office

PCSO). The PCSO database contains face images of 1003 subjects,

ith each subject having two visible images and one thermal image.

he original image size is 480 × 640. The size of each image after

lignment and cropping is 160 × 125. Similar to the experimental

rotocol stated in [9] , the first 667 subjects were used to train the

ace matcher and the remaining subjects were used for testing. There

s no overlap between the training and test subjects. Examples of im-

ges after alignment and cropping are shown in Fig. 4 . 

.1.1. Face descriptors 

As seen from Table 1 , RSLDA with PSIFT obtains Genuine Accep-

ance Rate (GARs) of 13.81% and 36.38% at 0.1% False Acceptance

ate (FAR) and 1% FAR, respectively. The associated Rank-1 accuracy

s 47.92%. Further improvement in recognition performance is ob-

erved when whitening transformation is applied before LDA. Here,

SLDA+Whitening obtains GARs of 20.57% and 45.10% at 0.1% FAR and

% FAR, respectively. The corresponding Rank-1 accuracy is 55.36%.

oreover, with the addition of HFA, the performance is again sig-

ificantly improved. RSLDA+Whitening+HFA obtains GARs of 42.42%
nd 70.13% at 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR, respectively. The obtained Rank-

 accuracy is 71.43%. Similar performances have been observed for

POG in Table 2 . Compared with PSIFT descriptor, HPOG obtains

lightly better performance. We have also plotted the Receiver Op-

rating Characteristic (ROC) and Cumulative Match Characteristic

CMC) curves for different face matchers in Fig. 5 . 

.1.2. Image filters 

Next, we provide a more detailed analysis on the use of different

mages filters with the RSLDA+Whitening+HFA matcher (PSIFT). The

urpose is to show that each image filter provides discriminative in-

ormation and, hence, the sum-rule fusion results in better perfor-

ance. As seen from Table 3 , the CSDN image filter obtains GARs of

4.14% and 59.60% at 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR, respectively. The corre-

ponding Rank-1 accuracy is 56.66%. The SQI image filter achieves

ery similar performance, with reported GARs of 32.10% and 59.45%

t 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR, respectively. On the other hand, the appli-

ation of GIST image filter results in GARs of 22.11% and 49.71% at

.1% FAR and 1% FAR, respectively. In summary, CSDN and SQI result

n better performance than GIST filter in this experiment. Hence, the

atch scores corresponding to individual image filters are fused and

his results in increased performance. 

.1.3. Comparison against state-of-the-art 

We also compare the proposed matcher against state-of-the-art

HM to VIS facial matchers presented in [9] . Realizing that PSIFT and

POG can provide complementary information, a simple sum-rule

s used to fuse the matching scores. As can be seen from Table 4 3 ,

he proposed method obtains GARs of 54.15% and 80.91% at 0.1% FAR

nd 1% FAR, respectively. Compared to P-RS+D-RS method, it obtains

 higher GAR at 1% FAR. Moreover, the reported Rank-1 accuracy of

4.52% is significantly higher than the reported 49.2 ± 1.90 accuracy
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Fig. 5. ROC and CMC curves of the proposed matching method on the PCSO dataset for PSIFT and HPOG descriptors. 

Table 4 

Comparison of the proposed matcher against state-of-the-art matchers on PCSO 

dataset. The proposed method is the score-level fusion of PSIFT and PHOG with 

RSLDA+Whitening+HFA. GAR (%) performances at both 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR are re- 

ported, along with Rank-1 accuracy (%). 

Algorithms 0.1% FAR 1% FAR Rank-1 

Proposed 54.15 80.91 84.52 

P-RS+D-RS [9] 72.7 ± 13.47 78.2 ± 0.13 49.2 ± 1.90 

COTS [9] 44.4 ± 7.85 47.5 ± 2.49 21.5 ± 0.83 

RS-PLS 22.93 50.30 58.63 

RS-CCA 40.60 70.33 70.83 
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4 This visualization exercise is for illustrative purposes only. The proposed method 

operates on PSIFT/PHOG features - not the raw pixel values. 
5 No image filters are utilized for this process 
for P-RS+D-RS. In forensic applications, the success of a face recogni-

tion system is measured by the number of correctly retrieved iden-

tities in matching THM probe images against a background dataset

consisting of VIS images. In this sense, a higher Rank-1 accuracy

means more identities are correctly retrieved. This indicates that the

proposed matcher is more suitable in identity retrieval applications. 

Further, the proposed method is significantly better than the com-

mercial matcher (COTS) as well as the RS-PLS and RS-CCA methods.

Interestingly, RS-CCA matcher achieves better performance than RS-

PLS. This suggests that the combination of CCA and random subspace

is more effective than its counterpart. Regarding the computational

efficiency, the cascaded subspace learning takes approximately 4.74 s

to build each random subspace. CCA and PLS take approximately 1.53

and 10.98 s, respectively, to build each random subspace. 

5.2. Visualizing the spectral-invariant identity component 

In Section 5.1 , we showed that the addition of the HFA layer leads

to improved matching performance. To better understand the role

of HFA, we extract identity components from both VIS and THM
mages 4 . In Eq. (6) , Ux represents the identity component and β is

he mean vector of the population. Here, we use U x + β to recon-

truct spectral-invariant images. The process for extracting spectral-

nvariant features is given below: 

1. Both VIS and THM images are divided into overlapping patches 5 .

Patches from the same position are used to form a patch-specific

training dataset. HFA model is trained on each patch-specific

training dataset. 

2. Patches located in the same positions are sampled from an image

in the test set and the corresponding identity components Ux are

extracted after obtaining x from Eq. (9) . 

3. The extracted identity components are used to reconstruct the

patches and form the new image. 

Specifically, patches of size 16 × 25 are sampled with a stride of

 pixels in the horizontal direction and 10 pixels in the vertical di-

ection. After the patches are reconstructed, pixels intensities in the

verlapped region are averaged. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . It

s interesting to note that the recovered identity component from

he thermal spectrum has clearly visible periocular regions. To ver-

fy the effectiveness of the HFA model, we run an additional experi-

ent where only the HFA layer is used during the learning process.

he whitening transformation and LDA layers are not utilized. The

eported GARs are 7.784% and 18.85% for 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR, re-

pectively. The associated Rank-1 accuracy is 24.70%. This suggests

he importance of the HFA layer. 

.3. Evaluation on Carl dataset 

In Section 5.1 , we have analyzed the performance of the proposed

eterogeneous face matcher on a single-database. A cross-database
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Fig. 6. Illustration of generating spectral-invariant identity images across different spectra on the PCSO test set. VIS and THM samples from three different subjects are used here. 

These results are based on the learning of the HFA model on the PCSO training dataset. For each subject, top row shows the original VIS and THM images and bottom row shows 

the corresponding reconstructed spectral-invariant identity images. 

Fig. 7. Samples of face images in VIS (top) and THM (bottom) spectra. Images are from 

Carl database and not co-registered. 

Table 5 

Evaluation of different face matchers on Carl thermal dataset with PSIFT descriptor. 

GAR (%) performances at both 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR are reported, along with Rank-1 

accuracy (%). 

Algorithms 0.1% FAR 1% FAR Rank-1 

RSLDA 4 .232 14.27 41.95 

RSLDA+Whitening 5 .357 18.15 49.76 

RSLDA+Whitening+HFA 18 .24 38.63 56.10 
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Table 6 

Evaluation of different face matchers on Carl thermal dataset with HPOG descriptor. 

GAR (%) performances at both 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR are reported, along with Rank-1 

accuracy (%). 

Algorithms 0.1% FAR 1% FAR Rank-1 

RSLDA 9 .05 20.22 50.24 

RSLDA+Whitening 14 .29 30.02 69.27 

RSLDA+Whitening+HFA 29 .03 48.88 70.24 

Table 7 

Comparison of the proposed matcher against state-of-the-art matchers on 

Carl thermal dataset. The proposed method is the score-level fusion of 

PSIFT and PHOG with RSLDA+Whitening+HFA. GAR (%) performances at 

both 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR are reported, along with Rank-1 accuracy (%). 

Algorithms 0.1% FAR 1% FAR Rank-1 

Proposed 27 .71 51.24 75.61 

RS-PLS 3 .42 12.64 23.90 

RS-CCA 10 .56 21.22 32.20 
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t

xperiment, on the other hand, can further evaluate if the matcher is

apable of generalizing well. Carl database [5] contains face images

f 41 subjects that are acquired in visible, near-infrared and thermal

pectra. Here, 5 samples per subject in the visible spectrum are placed

n the gallery, and 5 samples per subject from the thermal spectrum

re used as probes. Example images are shown in Fig. 7 . The purpose

f this experiment is to test if the matcher trained using the PCSO

ataset generalizes well to an unseen dataset. In other words, all the

atchers are trained exclusively on the PCSO dataset and the ensuing

atchers are used to perform face matching between VIS and THM

mages in the Carl dataset. 

As shown in Table 5 , RSLDA+Whitening+HFA (PSIFT) obtains the

est performance among all the matchers. It obtains GARs of 18.24%
nd 38.63% at 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR, respectively. The corresponding

ank-1 accuracy is 56.10%. For the HPOG descriptor in Table 6 ,

SLDA+Whitening+HFA obtains GARs of 29.03% and 48.88% at 0.1%

AR and 1% FAR, respectively. Next, we plot the ROC and CMC curves

or all the matchers in Fig. 8 . In Table 7 , we also compare the pro-

osed method against the baseline algorithms. While the matching

ccuracy dips compared to the single database tests, the performance

evertheless is significantly better than the baseline methods. A loss

n performance is commonly observed in face recognition when

 matcher trained on one database is tested on another database.

oroever, sensor differences in thermal cameras between PCSO

nd Carl datasets is also a contributing factor for the performance

ecrease. Considering the challenging nature of matching VIS and

HM face images, the achieved performance is still very promising

or the proposed matcher. 

On the other hand, RS-CCA obtains GARs of 10.56% and

1.22% at 0.1% FAR and 1% FAR, respectively. RS-PLS obtains even

ower GAR performances. In this regard, it is evident that the

roposed method performs much better in the cross-database

est. 
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Fig. 8. ROC and CMC curves of different face matchers on Carl dataset for PSIFT and HPOG descriptors. 
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6. Conclusions 

This paper presents a method for matching thermal face images

against visible images. We provide extensive evidence that the pro-

posed method is effective in handling this heterogeneous face match-

ing problem and is comparable to state-of-the-art HFR matchers. The

proposed method generates multiple subspaces by a cascaded sub-

space learning scheme based on whitening transformation, factor

analysis and discriminant analysis models. Both single-database and

cross-database tests demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

method. 
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